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ABSTRACT
Language-centered software engineering requires lan-
guage technology that (i) handles the full class of
context-free grammars, and (ii) accepts grammars that
contain syntactic information only. The syntax defini-
tion formalism SDF combined withGLR-parser genera-
tion offers such technology. We propose to make SDF

and GLR-parsing available for use with various pro-
gramming languages.

We have done so for the functional programming lan-
guage Haskell. By combining Haskell data type def-
initions with the syntax definition formalism SDF we
have designed HASDF. HASDF is a domain-specific
language in which theconcretesyntax of an arbitrary
context-free language can be defined in combination
with the Haskell data types that represent itsabstract
syntax. We have implemented a tool that generates a
GLR-parser and an unparser from a HASDF definition.

1991 Computing Reviews Classification System: D.1.1,
D.1.2, D.2.2, D.2.6, D.2.7, D.3.4

Keywords and Phrases: Functional programming,
parser generation, Haskell, ASF+SDF, program gener-
ators, language design

Note: Work carried out under project SEN-1.1,Soft-
ware Renovation.

1 Introduction

Motivation

Real-world software systems are multi-lingual in sev-
eral respects. Their components are usually pro-
grammed in a number of different languages. These
components can communicate with each other and with
their environment using a variety of formal languages,
such as data formats, command sets, query languages,
and programming languages.

These languages can be of varying degrees of com-
plexity and domain-specificity, and evolve continually
into new, often co-existing dialects. The design of these
languages has created a strong need for formal gram-
mar definitions. For the cost-effective development and
maintenance of systems that use these languages it is
essential that tools aregeneratedfrom these grammars
[23]. An example of such a tool is a parser.

Unfortunately, common tool generation technology,
e.g. Yacc [11], does not allow generation of tools from
arbitrary plain grammar definitions. These parser gen-
erators put restrictions on the class of (context-free)
grammars they accept, and they need grammar descrip-
tions to be augmented with semantic actions. These
properties can be useful in application areas that involve
a single, stable language. However, in application ar-
eas where languages are not fixed but subject to change,
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these properties are harmful [25].
An example of such an application area is the renova-

tion and analysis of legacy software systems. A typical
legacy language, such as Cobol, exists in many dialects,
some of which are not documented. In order to parse
programs in these languages, the grammar needs to be
modified for each dialect. We will call these applica-
tion areas “language-centered” in the remainder of this
paper.

For such areas, more advanced language technology
is needed. In the ASF+SDF Meta-Environment [12]
such technology is available in the form of the syntax
definition formalism SDF [8] combined withGLR parser
generation [19]. GLR parsers can be generated from
anycontext-free grammar. SDF allowsanycontext-free
grammar to be defined.

Plan

Currently SDF is tightly coupled with the algebraic
specification formalism ASF. We propose to make SDF

andGLR-parser generation available for use with other
programming languages besides ASF. This can be done
by defining a syntax definition formalism for such a pro-
gramming language that combines SDF with the data
structure declarations of the language at hand. In such
a combined formalism, the concrete syntax of an arbi-
trary context-free language can be defined in conjunc-
tion with its abstract syntax. From this simultaneous
definition of concrete and abstract syntax, aGLR parser
can be generated, as well as an unparser, that can in-
teroperate with programs written in the programming
language.

For the functional programming language Haskell,
we have defined such a formalism for simultaneous def-
inition of concrete and abstract syntax, called HASDF.
This formalism allows Haskell data type declarations to
be annotated with the concrete syntax they are to repre-
sent. Also, a tool has been implemented that generates
parsers and unparsers from HASDF definitions.

Outline

The paper is organized as follows. In the first part
we asses common language technology. Section 2 ex-
plains why common parser generation tools can not
meet the demands of application areas involving mul-
tiple, rapidly evolving languages, and why SDF with
GLR parser generation can. Section 3 discusses exist-

ing parser technology for functional programming lan-
guages in particular.

In the second part of the paper, alternative language
technology is presented. Section 4 contains a concise
presentation of the syntax definition formalism SDF.
In section 5 we explain how we combined SDF with
Haskell data type definitions into the syntax definition
formalism HASDF. We present the HASDF-tool, and
make some remarks about its implementation.

Section 6 summarizes our work and lists possible di-
rections of future work.

2 Generating parsers

Chomsky [2] classified languages into a hierarchy of
four types. The largest class of languages for which
efficient parsing methods are known is the class of
context-free grammars. In this section we will discuss
why common technology for generating parsers from
context-free grammars does not satisfy the needs of
language-centered software engineering areas. A more
elaborate account can be found in van den Brandet. al.
[25, 23]

Grammar restrictions and impurity

The application of common language technology to
language-centered software engineering is problematic.
These problems mainly derive from the following two
sources:

Restrictions Input is restricted to some subclass of the
context-free grammars.

Impurity Input does not consist of plain grammars, but
of grammars that are augmented with information
that serves other purposes than defining syntax.

Most parser-generators do not accept arbitrary context-
free grammars, but restrict their input to some sub-
class of context-free grammars, such asLL(1), LR (1),
LL (k), or LALR-grammars [7]. The most widely known
and used parser generator, Yacc [11], acceptsLALR-
grammars only. This is also the case for a large number
of Yacc-derivatives, such as Bison. Parser generators
that are restricted toLL(k) grammars include ANTLR
[16].

The input to most parser-generators does not consist
of a plain grammar. Each production needs to be an-
notated with a semantic action – a block of C code in
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the case of Yacc – that performs parse tree building op-
erations or directly emits output per language construct.
Semantic actions give the grammar writer ample control
over the behavior of the parser that is generated. This al-
lows him to circumvent some grammar restrictions, and
to obtain improved space and time efficiency. Since se-
mantic actions serve different purposes than syntax def-
inition, the grammars that contain them can be said to
be impure. Another source of impurity besides seman-
tic actions are compiler directives.

When dealing with a single, relatively stable lan-
guage, grammar restrictions and impurity do not present
serious problems. Most programming languages can
also be described by aLALR grammar, although this
description in general is not the most natural. Defining
grammars with semantic actions is more difficult than
defining plain grammars, but offers a high level of con-
trol over the behavior of the generated parsers. For in-
stance, if a language contains user-definable syntax, the
parser can modify itself during the parse of a program
in such a language. Another example is the parsing of
the so-called offside rule in Haskell. Using semantic
actions this rule can be parsed in one pass. Using a
parser without semantic actions requires a preprocess-
ing phase.

If, however, we are dealing with languages under de-
velopment or under renovation, grammar restrictions
and impurity can be harmful.

Why restrictions are not harmless

Language-centered software engineering areas, such
as language prototyping, program transformation, and
software renovation, create demands that are not met
by common parser generators. To make the design and
maintenance of multiple, evolving languages feasible,
it is essential that language technology is used that can
handlearbitrary context-free grammars and that allows
these grammars to be described in apuresyntax defini-
tion formalism.

The grammar restrictions imposed by common lan-
guage technology have two important consequences.
Firstly, they create the need for grammar transforma-
tions. Secondly, they break the property of composi-
tionality of grammars.

Many languages are described most naturally by a
context-free grammar. Moreover, the class of context-
free grammars does not have a proper subclass that (i)
includes all unambiguous context-free grammars, and
(ii) is closed under composition [19, page 12]. So, re-

striction to a proper subclass of the context-free gram-
mars forces the grammar writer to construct an artifi-
cial encoding of his intentions. For many languages the
context-free grammar that constitutes their natural ex-
pression will need to be transformed into a grammar
in the restrictive subclass, before parsers or other tools
can be generated. This transformation of grammars of-
ten takes substantial effort, and can not in general be
done automatically [7, page 251]. Furthermore, gram-
mar transformation leads to parse trees that are differ-
ent from the ones that would correspond to the original
grammar.

Without the property of compositionality, languages
can not be developed incrementally, or constructed by
composition of smaller languages. For instance, when
two LALR-grammars are merged, the resulting gram-
mar may needsubstantialmodification (resolution of
parse-table conflicts) before a newLALR-grammar is
obtained again. Also, local changes to a language may
require global changes in its grammar. Consequently,
when confined to a subclass, context-free grammars and
tools based on these grammars will need substantial re-
engineering before they can be reused.

In areas that involve a single stable language, the
need for grammar transformations and the loss of the
property of compositionality does not present unsur-
mountable problems. Grammar transformation needs to
be done only once, and there is no need for incremen-
tal or compositional grammars. However, in language-
centered software engineering, the loss of these prop-
erties will lead to unacceptably high development and
maintenance costs. The effort put into grammar trans-
formation needs to be reinvested after each language
change, dialects of the same language must be devel-
oped and maintained separately, and features of existing
languages can be reused in new languages only through
substantial re-engineering. For these reasons, nothing
less than the full class of context-free grammars will do
for language-centered software engineering.

Why impurity is not harmless

Related problems are created by impurity. Allowing
information in grammars that does not serve to define
syntax, leads to various development and maintenance
problems in language-centered areas.

The maintenance and development of impure gram-
mars also requires maintenance and development of the
code that constitutes the semantic actions. When the
grammars are not stable, this additional effort needs to
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be invested repeatedly. Semantic actions can also break
the compositionality of grammars, making their reuse
problematic or impossible.

Impure grammars are less versatile. Semantic actions
and compiler directives serve to optimize the genera-
tion process and the generated parsers. As a result,
they make it hard to employ the grammars used for
parser-generation for other purposes, such as unparser-
generation. The same impure grammar can not be used
as input for different tool generators.

Parsers generated from impure grammars produce
abstract syntax trees that do not correspond in a stan-
dard way to the concrete terms they represent. Seman-
tic actions offer a programmer full control over the con-
struction of trees during parsing. As a result, the re-
lation between concrete and abstract syntax becomes
obfuscated: it is (partly) defined through the seman-
tic actions. To know what the abstract syntax is not
only requires knowledge of the syntax of the language,
but also of the operation of the generated parser. This
knowledge is needed to develop programs that process
abstract syntax trees. Thus, the development of tools
that employ a parser generated from a grammar is sub-
stantially more complicated when the grammar is im-
pure.

Finally, impurity in grammars requires a more com-
plex syntax definition formalism. Allowing semantic
actions in a syntax definition language has the effect of
importing an entire general-purpose programming lan-
guage into the formalism. This cancels the maintenance
advantages to be gained by a syntax definition language
as a domain-specific language [4].

In summary, language-centered software engineering
requires language technology that handles the full class
of context free grammars and does not allow grammars
to be extended with information that does not serve to
define syntax. Without such technology, the develop-
ment and maintenance of multiple, evolving languages
is not cost-effective, or even feasible.

SDF and GLR-parser generation

In the ASF+SDF Meta-Environment [12] more ad-
vanced language technology is available in the form of
the syntax definition formalism SDF [8] combined with
GLR-parser generation [19] from SDF specifications.

In SDF any context-free grammar can be defined, as
well as disambiguation rules for such a grammar. Thus,
an unambiguous grammar can be defined in SDF by an

ambiguous grammar and separate disambiguation rules.
This offers many advantages over restriction to a sub-
class of context-free grammars and encoding disam-
biguation into the grammar [1, page 247]. SDF is a
pure syntax definition formalism. It does not allow any
information that does not serve the purpose of defining
syntax.

In ASF+SDF, SDF is combined withGLR parser gen-
eration. The theoretical framework for generalizedLR

parsing was introduced by Lang [14]. TheGLR parsing
algorithm [19] is an improvement of Tomita’s univer-
sal parsing algorithm [21]. Tomita’s algorithm is re-
stricted in the context-free grammars that it can handle
because it loops on cyclic grammars. In theGLR algo-
rithm this problem has been fixed, which resulted in a
time efficient algorithm, which is as strong as Earley’s
universal context-free parsing algorithm [5]. ForLALR-
grammars,GLR-parsers are comparable in performance
to LALR-parsers. The generation time forGLR-parsers
is in general better than forLALR-parsers [19].

Due to the availability of SDF and GLR parser gen-
eration, the ASF+SDF-system has proven to be highly
suitable for, for instance, language prototyping and soft-
ware re-engineering [3, 27, 26].

3 Parsing and functional pro-
gramming

In this section we will assess available parsing technol-
ogy for functional programming languages in general,
and for Haskell in particular. In the literature, two basic
approaches to parsing in combination with functional
programming can be found:

Parser combinator libraries Manually construct a
parser in a functional language from a set of parser
combinators offered by a library.

Parser generators Generate a parser from a grammar.

This dichotomy is not strict, since a combined ap-
proach of generating a combinator parser from a gram-
mar could also be imagined. (The parser generator
Lucky [13] seems to be an example of this approach).
Moreover, the combinator approach can be seen as an
instance of the generator approach. According to this
viewpoint, the parser combinator library defines a syn-
tax definition formalism, that allows the grammar of a
language to be expressed in terms of the combinators,
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exports
sorts

Varname Type
context-free syntax

Type “!” Type ! Type frightg
Varname ! Type
“(” fType “,”g+ “)” ! Type
“[” Type “]” ! Type
“(” Type “)” ! Type fbracketg

priorities
“(” Type “)” ! Type>

“(” fType “,”g+ “)” ! Type
lexical-syntax

[ ntnn] ! LAYOUT
[a-z] [A-Za-z0-9]* ! Varname

Figure 1:Definition in SDF of the syntax of (highly simpli-
fied) Haskell types.

and the semantic actions in terms of the underlying pro-
gramming language.

All parser combinator libraries known to us enable
the construction of top-down parsers. These are ei-
ther deterministic [20] or non-deterministic [10, 6, 9].
Hence, they are restricted toLL(1) or LL(k) grammars.
They are unable to handle left-recursive rules or cyclic
grammars. As syntax definition formalisms, combina-
tor libraries are highly impure.

Happy [15] and ML-Yacc [18] are parser generators
for Haskell and ML, respectively. They are both mod-
eled after Yacc. Their syntax is similar to the Yacc syn-
tax, and they are restricted toLALR-grammars. As se-
mantic actions they allow Haskell and ML code. Thus,
Happy and ML-Yacc suffer from the same grammar re-
strictions and impurities as Yacc.

4 The syntax definition formalism
SDF

Like BNF, SDF is a formalism for syntax definition.
Among its improvements overBNF are support for
modularity and a disambiguation mechanism. We will
explain SDF by piecewise presentation of an example
grammar. This grammar defines the (simplified) syntax
of Haskell types. The complete example is listed1 in
Figure 1.

1The code examples in this paper are formatted using the generic
pretty-printer described in [22]

Context-free syntax

The context-free syntax of Haskell types can be de-
scribed by the following SDF productions:

Type “!” Type ! Type
Varname ! Type
“(” fType “,”g+ “)” ! Type
“[” Type “]” ! Type
“(” Type “)” ! Type

Note that, with respect toBNF productions, the direction
of these SDF productions is reversed. These produc-
tions define function types, type applications, type vari-
ables, type constants, tuple types, and list types, respec-
tively. In SDF, non-terminals start with a capital let-
ter (Type , Varname andConstrname in this exam-
ple). Terminals start with a lower case letter, or are en-
closed in double quotes if they contain symbols or start
with an upper case letter. The last of these productions
contains aniterator. The expression{Type ","}+
stands for any non-empty sequence of the non-terminal
Type , separated by commas.

These context-free syntax productions form a gram-
mar that is incomplete in several ways. First of all,
the lexical non-terminalsVarname andConstrname
stand in need of a definition. Secondly, the grammar is
ambiguous. We will explain how SDF allows the gram-
mar to be disambiguated and how its lexical syntax can
be defined.

Attributes

Ambiguities that involve a single production can be dis-
ambiguated in SDF by the use ofattributes. For in-
stance, the first production causes expressions that con-
tain repeated function types, such asa->b->c to be
ambiguous betweena->(b->c) and (a->b)->c .
To remove the ambiguity, we add the attributeright :

Type “!” Type! Typefrightg

This attribute specifies function types to be right-
associative, which will favor the first alternative over
the second. Likewise, type application can be specified
to be left-associative using the attributeleft .

There is a third attribute available in SDF called
bracket . In the example, the production for paren-
thesized types can be annotated withbracket :
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“(” Type “)” ! Typefbracketg

The meaning of this annotation is that a parenthesized
type will be considered to be syntactically equivalent to
its non-parenthesized version. This is useful, because
the reason to introduce type parentheses was not to in-
troduce new syntax, but to allow type associations to
be expressed that disambiguate or override the disam-
biguation defined by other attributes or priorities.

Priorities

Ambiguities that are due to the interaction of two dif-
ferent productions can be eliminated in SDF by specify-
ing priorities. In a priorities -clause, chains of relative
priorities between context-free productions can be de-
fined. In the example, there is an ambiguity between
parenthesized types and the singleton tuple type. It can
be removed with:

“(” Type “)” ! Type>
“(” fType “,”g+ “)” ! Type

The priority declaration defines a decremental ordering
of productions. It gives singleton tuple types priority
over parenthesized types. Besides a decremental order-
ing, productions can be ordered incrementally as well
(p1 < p2 : : : < pn).

Note that SDF offers a disambiguation mechanism
based onrelativepriorities. Relative priorities offer bet-
ter extensibility than absolute priorities.

Lexical syntax

The syntax of lexical non-terminals is specified in SDF

with a lexical syntax-clause. The lexical productions
listed in this clause make use of character-classes (reg-
ular expressions) to indicate which characters can make
up each lexeme. The lexical syntax for variable names
in our example is given by:

[a-z] [A-Za-z0-9]* ! Varname

Hence, a variable name starts with a lower case letter
and is followed optionally by a sequence of letters (both
lower and upper case) and digits.

The lexical syntax section is also used to specify
the special non-terminalLAYOUT. For instance, spaces,
tabs, and new-lines are specified to qualify as layout
characters as follows:

module Types
exports

sorts
Varname Type

datatypes
data Type =

Arrow Type Type./
Type “!” Type ! Type frightg j

Var Varname./ Varname! Type j
Tuple [ Type ]./ “(” fType “,”g+ “)” ! Type j
List Type ./ “[” Type “]” ! Type

context-free syntax
“(” Type “)” ! Type fbracketg

priorities
“(” Type “)” ! Type>

“(” fType “,”g+ “)” ! Type
lexical syntax

[ ntnn] ! LAYOUT
[a-z] [A-Za-z0-9]* ! Varname

Figure 2: Definition in HASDF of the concrete and abstract
syntax of (highly simplified) Haskell types.

[ ntnn] ! LAYOUT

The effect of this definition is that any number of these
characters can be inserted between context-free sym-
bols.

Modularity

An important aspect of SDF that does not feature in our
small example is its support for modularity. A SDF-
specification can be distributed over several modules.
The productions belonging to a single non-terminal are
not required to be in the same module.

5 Combining SDF with Haskell
data types

When concrete syntax is combined with a program-
ming language, we can distinguish two programming
techniques. The first technique will be calledabstract
programming. According to this technique, programs
are written to operate on abstract syntax trees. Parsing
and unparsing is performed explicitly in the program
and is strictly separated from processing abstract syn-
tax trees. The second technique, calledconcrete pro-
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gramming, is a programming technique in which pro-
grams are written in concrete (rather than abstract) syn-
tax. This programming technique allows programs to
operate on concrete syntax directly. Parsing and unpars-
ing is performed implicitly. ASF+SDF is an example of
a system that fully supports concrete programming.

Abstract programming does not affect current
Haskell programming and therefor we believe it is more
appealing to Haskell programmers than concrete pro-
gramming. Hence, we decidednot to introduce con-
crete programming in Haskell yet, but consider it future
work.

To create a parser generator to be used for abstract
programming, we need a formalism for the simultane-
ous definition of abstract and concrete syntax. We de-
fined HASDF as syntax definition formalism to combine
SDF with Haskell. A HASDF specification defines an
explicit mapping between concrete and abstract syntax.
Since we do not support programs written in concrete
syntax, our approach requiresexplicit parsing. Hence,
aGLR parser has to be integrated explicitly as part of the
program. We provide a tool that generates aGLR parser
from a HASDF module. This tool could have been de-
signed to produce a Haskell implementation of aGLR

parser. However, because noGLR parser generator cur-
rently exists that produces Haskell code, we decided to
generate non-Haskell code which enables us to reuse
existing GLR parser generator implementations. The
generatedGLR parser will be connected to a Haskell
program as a preprocessor or through external function
calls.

In the remainder of this section we will first describe
the HASDF formalism. Next we describe the HASDF

tool that generates such aGLR parser from a HASDF

specification. Finally, we will discuss several imple-
mentation details of this tool.

The syntax definition formalism HASDF

We have combined SDF with Haskell data types. We
have done this by adding a clause to the SDF language.
This clause is marked by the keyworddatatypes. In
such a clause, Haskell data types can be written. Each
constructor declaration in such a data type definition
can be annotated with an SDF style context-free gram-
mar rule. For instance, Figure 2 shows a HASDF def-
inition of the abstract and concrete syntax for types.
This HASDF definition combines the concrete syntax of
Haskell types from Figure 1 with abstract syntax de-
fined as Haskell data type.

module Types
where
data Type =

Arrow Type Typej
Var Varnamej
Tuple [ Type ] j
List Type

deriving
( Read , Show )

type LAYOUT = String

type Varname= String

Figure 3:Haskell module generated by the HASDF tool from
the HASDF module of Figure 2.

In this way, abstract syntax and concrete syntax can
be specified in conjunction. Note that no abstract syntax
is given for lexical sorts. All lexical sorts will be rep-
resented by the Haskell typeString using type syn-
onyms.

We do not allow just any Haskell data type defini-
tion. There are a number of restrictions because only
data types that can represent abstract syntax trees make
sense in the context of HASDF. For instance, parame-
terized data type constructors are not allowed. Further-
more, list types occurring nested in list or tuple types
are not supported, because there is no immediate trans-
lation for them in SDF. This does not restrict the expres-
siveness however, because using an intermediate sort,
the same thing can be effected. See the appendix of this
report for the syntax of data type declarations that are
allowed.

Built-in Haskell types are supported in HASDF by
means of the implicit imported module ‘Prelude’, which
contains their concrete syntax. Types likeInteger
and String can therefor be used without having to
define their lexical syntax. The generated parser au-
tomatically maps these types to corresponding Haskell
types.

The reader should note here that the language HASDF

has been designed for readability in the first place. The
syntax of the language allows for constructs that do not
generate a valid parser. Furthermore, there is a lot of
redundancy in the language. See Section 6 for further
remarks on future improvements of the language.
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parse TATC

Figure 4:From the viewpoint of a Haskell programmer, the
generated parse functions form a parser.

The HASDF-tool

To use the HASDF tool, a user should first compose a
HASDF input file. Secondly, this file can be processed
by the HASDF tool to produce the following three items:
(i) a Haskell module containing the data type that was
present in the input file; (ii) a parser; and (iii) an un-
parser. Thirdly, the generated Haskell module should
be imported in the Haskell program. Finally, the parser
and unparser can be used by a Haskell program as ex-
ternal functions, or as pre- and postprocessors. Ab-
stract terms coming from the parser and going to the
unparser can be constructed and deconstructed with
the show and read functions that are generated by
Haskell via thederiving construct. For instance, a
concrete terma -> [b] is parsed to the abstract term
Arrow (Var "a") (List (Var "b")) . This
latter term can be read into Haskell by theread func-
tion for the typeType . The classesShow andRead
may, but do not need to be given explicitly in deriving
clauses in the HASDF source; the tool will add them
where necessary.

Figure 3 depicts the Haskell module that is generated
by applying the HASDF tool to the example of Figure 2.
This module should be imported by programs that op-
erate on the data typeType .

Some remarks on the implementation

We have used the ASF+SDF Meta-Environment [12]
to implement the HASDF tool. The ASF+SDF Meta-
Environment is a system for generating programming
environments, using SDF for defining the syntax of the
language, and ASF for defining the semantics. In prin-
ciple, any programming language could have been used
instead, but the parsing and unparsing facilities of the
ASF+SDF system make it an especially powerful tool
for this job. We have made use of these facilities in
two distinct ways. Firstly, we have defined the HASDF

language by a context-free grammar in SDF. From
this grammar definition, a parser for HASDF is gener-
ated automatically by the ASF+SDF system. Secondly,
the parsers and unparsers that we generate are ordi-
nary ASF+SDF programs which implicitly use theGLR

parsers generated by the ASF+SDF system. Hence, we
implemented generators without explicitly constructing
parsers and unparsers ourselves. This double use of the
parse and unparse facilities of ASF+SDF has consider-
ably reduced development time.

To explain the setup of our implementation, we first
need to explain a few more things about ASF+SDF.
ASF+SDF combines concrete programming with term
rewriting. So, the user first defines the concrete syntax
of his data types and functions in SDF. Secondly he de-
fines rewrite rules in ASF+SDF as conditional equations
over this concrete syntax. The term rewrite system thus
specified is actually executed by (i) parsing concrete in-
put terms as well as the concrete terms in the equations
to some abstract syntax representation, (ii) rewriting the
abstract input term to normal form, and (iii) unparsing
the abstract normal form to a concrete term.

The implementation of the HASDF tool basically
consists of a context-free grammar of HASDF written
in SDF, and five generators programmed in ASF+SDF

as rewrite equations over terms of this grammar. These
five generators generate the following components:

� A Haskell module containing the data type defini-
tions of the abstract grammar.

� An SDF definition of the concrete grammar (by re-
moving the Haskell data types).

� An SDF definition of the abstract grammar (by in-
specting the data types).

� Rewrite equations of the following form:
parse(concrete-term) =
abstract-term

� Rewrite equations of the following form:
unparse(abstract-term) =
concrete-term

The last four together, form an ASF+SDF pro-
gram which defines a language specificparse and
unparse function for every non-terminal.

From the point of view of a Haskell programmer, the
parse functions that are generated by the HASDF tool,
form a parser for terms over the concrete syntax spec-
ified in a HASDF module (see Figure 4). This parser
takes as input a concrete term over the language speci-
fied in HASDF (TC) and constructs an abstract represen-
tation (TA) using Haskell data types. A similar model
applies to unparsing.
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Figure 5:From the viewpoint of ASF+SDF, the parse func-
tions just form a rewrite system.

A HASDF module specifies a mapping from concrete
to abstract terms. A HASDF module therefor defines
two languagesL andL0. The generated ASF+SDF pro-
gram translates concrete terms over languageL to con-
crete terms over languageL0 and vice versa. Hence,
from the viewpoint of ASF+SDF, the generated pro-
gram is just a rewrite system. Although input terms
and rewrite rules are in ASF+SDF defined over concrete
syntax, implicit parsing is performed by the ASF+SDF

system before the rewrite system is executed. Like-
wise, implicit unparsing is performed after rewriting.
As a consequence, we were able to implement the parse
and unparse functions as ordinary rewrite systems over
concrete syntax without parsing and unparsing at all.
All parsing and unparsing is handled implicitly by the
ASF+SDF system.

Figure 5 shows the parse function from the viewpoint
of ASF+SDF. The figure shows that implicit parsing of
the concrete input term of languageL and of the rewrite
system is performed by ASF+SDF. This concrete in-
put term corresponds to the termTC in Figure 4. The
abstract representation of the rewrite system is used to
rewrite the abstract representation of the input term. Af-
ter reduction, the abstract representation of the normal
form is unparsed implicitly to obtain its concrete rep-
resentation. This concrete representation of the normal
form is a term over languageL0, which corresponds to
an abstract termTA from the viewpoint of Haskell (see
Figure 4).

6 Conclusions and future work

We will briefly summarize the work presented in this
paper and its potential significance for functional pro-
gramming. Also, we will mention some possible direc-
tions for future work.

Contributions

Two concrete contributions were presented:

� HASDF: a formalism for simultaneous definition
of the concrete syntax of a language and the
Haskell data types that represent its abstract syn-
tax.

� A tool that generates aGLR-parser and an unparser
from a HASDF definition.

Significance to functional programming

At the moment, functional programming does not en-
joy the popularity its adherents aspire to. Wadler [28]
diagnosed this fact to be caused by, among other fac-
tors, (i) isolationism (ii) lack of tools (iii) lack of real-
world applications. We feel that HASDF might con-
tribute to solving these problems. On the one hand it
could open up a vast range of language-centered appli-
cation areas, and on the other hand it might help con-
quer functional programming isolationism by allowing
Haskell programs to speak many languages.

Future work

� Improve the formalism HASDF. The current ver-
sion of HASDF was designed to explicitly contain
both Haskell data types declarations and SDF pro-
ductions. This was done to make the formalism
accessible to users with Haskell and SDF back-
grounds alike. The drawback is that HASDF defi-
nitions are needlessly verbose. In a future version
of HASDF we plan to offer a more concise syntax.

� Implement support for concrete programming in
Haskell. On the basis of the work presented in
this paper, support for concrete programming in
Haskell could be realized. This would involve cre-
ating a preprocessor for Haskell, which transforms
Haskell programs that contain concrete syntax into
programs that contain abstract syntax only. This
would pave the way for integration of Haskell into
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the new implementation of the ASF+SDF Meta-
Environment [24].

� Improve HASDF’s support for modularity. SDF is
a modular formalism. Haskell is a modular pro-
gramming language. To properly exploit these
modular features, some enhancements to Haskell
and to the HASDF-tool need to be made. SDF has
some modularity possibilities that do not map eas-
ily onto Haskell. Different grammar productions
for the same non-terminal can be distributed over
different modules. Extensible data types could
be added to Haskell in order to make a seam-
less mapping of this form of grammar modularity
onto Haskell data types possible. These enhance-
ments would improve HASDF’s support for aspect-
oriented language design.

� Make SDF with GLR-parser generation available
for various other programming languages. This
can be done by introducing an intermediate lan-
guage in which two related syntaxes can be defined
simultaneously by SDF-productions. This inter-
mediate language would be a generalization of the
HASDF-language, and could be called SDF-SDF.
Then, the HASDF-tool implementation can with-
out much effort be restructured into a front-end
that translates HASDF to SDF-sdf, and a number
of back-ends that generate parsers and unparsers
from this translation. These front- and back-
ends would constitute an instantiation of a general
framework for a family of tools. By providing new
front-ends and back-ends, this framework can be
instantiated to create generators for other program-
ming languages besides Haskell. Also, by pro-
viding additional back-ends, the framework can be
used to generate other traversal-based components
besides parsers and unparsers. For instance: de-
fault pretty-printers, default program transforma-
tion and program analysis functions, and renamers.

� Investigate the use of SDF as interface definition
language. When a family of syntax definition for-
malisms is developed for a number of program-
ming languages, as we propose, SDF-SDF can be
used to connect them. The generated tools can be
used to port data between programs written in dif-
ferent languages. This may provide a key to the
interoperability of these languages.
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A Syntax Definition of SDF

This appendix contains a specification of the grammar of SDF used in HASDF. It is based on the definition
described in [8]. It has been adapted to correspond to the syntax that is accepted by the current implementation of
the ASF+SDF Meta-Environment. The SDF syntax that is accepted by the ASF+SDF Meta-Environment does not
correspond completely to the original SDF definition defined in [8]. The syntax accepted by the ASF+SDF Meta-
Environment differs in that it does not support themodule keyword and top-level syntax sections (i.e., syntax
sections that are not embedded in an exports or hiddens section).

A.1 Module Sdf

imports
Literals

exports
sorts

Sdf-Id Iterator CharClass Module Section SyntaxSection LexicalFunction SpecialLexId BasicLexElem
LexElem CfFunction BareFunction CfElem Attributes PriorChain FunctionList Sdf-Variable VarSort
FunOpName ListOpName ModuleKeyword ModuleToken

lexical-syntax
[A-Z] ! Sdf-Id
[A-Z] [A-Za-z0-9n- ]* [A-Za-z0-9] ! Sdf-Id
“nn” ˜[] ! EscChar
“nn” [01] [0-7] [0-7] ! EscChar
˜[n000-n037n-n[n]nn] ! C-Char
EscChar ! C-Char
C-Char ! CharRange
C-Char “-” C-Char ! CharRange
“[” CharRange* “]” ! CharClass
[a-z] ! Literal
[a-z] [A-Za-z0-9n- ]* [A-Za-z0-9] ! Literal
“%%” ! ModuleToken

context-free syntax
ModuleKeyword Sdf-Id Section* ! Module
ModuleToken ! ModuleKeyword
“imports” Sdf-Id+ ! Section
“exports” SyntaxSection+ ! Section
“hiddens” SyntaxSection+ ! Section
“sorts” Sdf-Id+ ! SyntaxSection
“lexical” “syntax” LexicalFunction+! SyntaxSection
“context-free” “syntax” CfFunction+! SyntaxSection
“priorities” fPriorChain “,”g+ ! SyntaxSection
“variables” Sdf-Variable+ ! SyntaxSection
LexElem+ “!” Sdf-Id ! LexicalFunction
LexElem+ “!” SpecialLexId ! LexicalFunction
“LAYOUT” ! SpecialLexId
Sdf-Id ! BasicLexElem
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Literal ! BasicLexElem
CharClass ! BasicLexElem
“˜” CharClass ! BasicLexElem
BasicLexElem Iterator ! LexElem
BasicLexElem ! LexElem
“+” ! Iterator
“*” ! Iterator
FunOpName CfElem* “!” Sdf-Id Attributes ! CfFunction
Literal “(” fCfElem “,”g* “)” “ !” Sdf-Id Attributes! CfFunction
Sdf-Id ! CfElem
Literal ! CfElem
Sdf-Id Iterator ListOpName ! CfElem
“f” Sdf-Id Literal “g” Iterator ListOpName ! CfElem

! Attributes
“f” fLiteral “,”g+ “g” ! Attributes
Literal “:” ! FunOpName

! FunOpName
“:” Literal ! ListOpName

! ListOpName
FunctionList “>” fFunctionList “>”g+ ! PriorChain
FunctionList “<” fFunctionList “<”g+ ! PriorChain
“f” Literal “:” fBareFunction “,”g+ “g” ! PriorChain
BareFunction ! FunctionList
“f” fBareFunction “,”g+ “g” ! FunctionList
“f” Literal “:” fBareFunction “,”g+ “g” ! FunctionList
CfElem* “!” Sdf-Id ! BareFunction
Literal+ ! BareFunction
Literal “(” fCfElem “,”g* “)” “ !” Sdf-Id ! BareFunction
LexElem+ “!” VarSort ! Sdf-Variable
Sdf-Id ! VarSort
Sdf-Id Iterator ! VarSort
“f” Sdf-Id Literal “g” Iterator ! VarSort

A.2 Module Layout

exports
lexical-syntax

[ ntnn] ! LAYOUT
“%%” ˜[nn]* “ nn” ! LAYOUT
“%” ˜[%nn]+ “%” ! LAYOUT
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A.3 Module Literals

imports
Layout

exports
sorts

Literal
lexical-syntax

“nn” ˜[] ! EscChar
“nn” [01] [0-7] [0-7] ! EscChar
˜[n000-n037”nn] ! L-Char
EscChar ! L-Char
“n”” L-Char* “ n”” ! Literal

B Syntax Definition of Haskell

In this appendix we give the definition in SDF of the part of the Haskell grammar that is used in HASDF. This
grammar definition is based on the definition in [17]. It has been simplified in several respects. HASDF makes
use of two kinds of top declarations only: data type definitions and type synonyms. Therefore, the grammar is
restricted to productions that are related to these. The syntax of data type definitions has been simplified, because
only data types that can represent abstract syntax trees make sense in the context of HASDF (see Section 5). For in-
stance, type variables and function types are not allowed in the arguments of data type constructors. Furthermore,
list types occurring nested in list or tuple types are not supported.

B.1 Module Haskell-Syntax

imports
Haskell-Lexical-Syntax

exports
sorts

Varid Conid Varsym Consym Tyvar Tycon Tycls Modid Qtycon Qtycls HaskellModule Body Topdecl
Topdecls Vars Type Btype Atype Gtycon ParenOptGtycon Simpletype Constrs Constr Fielddecl Deriving
Dclass Var Con Conop SmallOrLargeOrPrimeOrUnderscore Prime Underscore Colon SymbolOrColon
ModidPeriodOpt ModidPeriod DerivingOpt BtypeOrStrictAtype StrictOptAtype StrictOpt StrictAtype
TypeOrStrictAtype DclassOrDclassParenCommaStar

lexical-syntax
Small SmallOrLargeOrPrimeOrUnderscore*! Varid
Large SmallOrLargeOrPrimeOrUnderscore*! Conid
Small ! SmallOrLargeOrPrimeOrUnderscore
Large ! SmallOrLargeOrPrimeOrUnderscore
Prime ! SmallOrLargeOrPrimeOrUnderscore
Underscore ! SmallOrLargeOrPrimeOrUnderscore
[’] ! Prime
[n ] ! Underscore
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Symbol SymbolOrColon*! Varsym
[:] SymbolOrColon* ! Consym
Symbol ! SymbolOrColon
Colon ! SymbolOrColon
[:] ! Colon
Varid ! Tyvar
Conid ! Tycon
Conid ! Tycls
Conid ! Modid
ModidPeriodOpt Tycon ! Qtycon
ModidPeriodOpt Tycls ! Qtycls
ModidPeriod ! ModidPeriodOpt
[]* ! ModidPeriodOpt

Modid [.] ! ModidPeriod

context-free syntax
“module” Modid “where” Body ! HaskellModule
Body ! HaskellModule
Topdecls ! Body
Topdecl* ! Topdecls
type Simpletype “=” Type ! Topdecl
data Simpletype “=” Constrs DerivingOpt ! Topdecl
Deriving ! DerivingOpt

! DerivingOpt
fVar “,”g+ ! Vars
Btype ! Type
Atype ! Btype
Gtycon ! Atype
“(” Type “,” fType “,”g+ “)” ! Atype
“(” Type “)” ! Atype
“[” ParenOptGtycon “]” ! Atype
Qtycon ! Gtycon
“(” “)” ! Gtycon
“(” ParenOptGtycon “)” ! ParenOptGtycon
Gtycon ! ParenOptGtycon
Tycon ! Simpletype
fConstr “j”g+ ! Constrs
Con StrictOptAtype* ! Constr
BtypeOrStrictAtype Conop BtypeOrStrictAtype! Constr
Con “f” fFielddecl “,”g+ “g” ! Constr
StrictOpt Atype ! StrictOptAtype
“!” ! StrictOpt

! StrictOpt
Btype ! BtypeOrStrictAtype
StrictAtype ! BtypeOrStrictAtype
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“!” Atype ! StrictAtype
Vars “::” TypeOrStrictAtype ! Fielddecl
Type ! TypeOrStrictAtype
StrictAtype ! TypeOrStrictAtype
deriving DclassOrDclassParenCommaStar! Deriving
Dclass ! DclassOrDclassParenCommaStar
“(” fDclass “,”g* “)” ! DclassOrDclassParenCommaStar
Qtycls ! Dclass
Varid ! Var
“(” Varsym “)” ! Var
Conid ! Con
“(” Consym “)” ! Con
Consym ! Conop
“‘” Conid “‘” ! Conop

B.2 Module Haskell-Lexical-Syntax

imports
Haskell-Layout

exports
sorts

Small ASCsmall Large ASClarge Symbol ASCsymbol Digit
lexical-syntax

ASCsmall ! Small
[a-z] ! ASCsmall
ASClarge ! Large
[A-Z] ! ASClarge
ASCsymbol ! Symbol
[!#$%&*+./<=>?@nnˆjn-̃ ] ! ASCsymbol
[0-9] ! Digit

B.3 Module Haskell-Layout

imports
Layout

exports
lexical-syntax

“--” ˜[>nn] ˜[nn]* [ nn] ! LAYOUT
“--” [ nn] ! LAYOUT
˜[n-] ! H-CChar
“-” ˜[g] ! H-CChar
“f-” H-CChar* “-g” ! LAYOUT
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C Syntax Definition of HASDF

This appendix contains the syntax definition of HASDF. This syntax definition combines Haskell with SDF. The
HASDF syntax definition introduces a modified construct for Haskell data type definitions and a new syntax sec-
tion. The data type definition of HASDF allows its constructors to be ordinary Haskell constructors or constructors
annotated with concrete syntax. The new syntax section, recognized by the keyworddatatypes, enables the defi-
nition of Haskell data types in HASDF.

imports
Sdf Haskell-Syntax

exports
sorts

H-SDF-Sep HASDF-Topdecl HASDF-Constr HASDF-Constrs HASDF-Module HASDF-Section
HASDF-SyntaxSection

context-free syntax
Constr ! HASDF-Constr
Constr H-SDF-Sep CfFunction ! HASDF-Constr
“./” ! H-SDF-Sep
fHASDF-Constr “j”g+ ! HASDF-Constrs
“datatypes” HASDF-Topdecl+ ! HASDF-SyntaxSection
data Simpletype “=” HASDF-Constrs DerivingOpt! HASDF-Topdecl
“module” Sdf-Id HASDF-Section* ! HASDF-Module
“module” Sdf-Id HASDF-SyntaxSection+ ! HASDF-Module
“imports” Sdf-Id+ ! HASDF-Section
“exports” HASDF-SyntaxSection+ ! HASDF-Section
“hiddens” HASDF-SyntaxSection+ ! HASDF-Section
SyntaxSection ! HASDF-SyntaxSection
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